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Ho-Ho-Home Invasion is a dark stealth game with a new mystery twist on Christmas. You're a
homeless rat who has accidentally woken up in Santa's workshop and the only thing you can do is
make a run for it. You have 8 days to infiltrate Santa's workshop and retrieve the stolen presents.

The only way to do this is to make your way through a series of puzzles, weapons and traps in
Santa's home. Features of the game - Deceptively simple interface - Puzzles - Repeatedly difficult
gameplay - Christmas atmosphere - 8 days to complete your mission - Awesome soundtrack The

Game The other Christmas heroes want your presents. Santa's workshop is a dangerous place, and
you are in over your head. You're in the land of elves, and the only way to get out is to complete
puzzles, kill enemies, and stay alive for 8 days. Why am I not the green gift? Are you going to be

surprised by the game's puzzles? No. You have 8 days to complete Santa's workshop and get your
presents. Puzzles get more and more difficult as the game progresses. How do I get Santa's gun? Ho-

Ho-Home Invasion doesn't bring any weapons. You have to find them all yourself, in Santa's
workshop. How do I die? As you play the game, you will encounter and deal with enemies such as

elves, villains, traps and many more. Ho-Ho-Home Invasion is a game about stealth. You have to hide
and run away from the enemies, or be really sneaky and kill them without being noticed. Please

note: - This game was made by one person, for one platform. - Minor bugs may arise. DLC Content:
This DLC contains no additional content. The only purpose of this DLC is to support the game's

development, at whatever price you prefer.

Features Key:
Developing and testing games isn’t cheap.

You don’t want to miss a bug!
Help support the indie developers you enjoy by getting a free key.

System Requirements:
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DirectX 11
Revision: 12
Available to play on PC Windows 10 and Xbox One.
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